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With the emergence of broadband wireless networks and increasing demand of multimedia information on the Internet, wireless multimedia services are foreseen to become widely deployed
in the next decade. Real-time video transmission typically has requirements on quality of service (QoS). However, wireless channels
are unreliable and the channel bandwidth varies with time, which
may cause severe degradation to video quality. In addition, for video
multicast, the heterogeneity of receivers makes it difficult to achieve
efficiency and flexibility. To address these issues, three techniques,
namely, scalable video coding, network-aware adaptation of end
systems, and adaptive QoS support from networks, have been developed. This paper unifies the three techniques and presents an adaptive framework, which specifically addresses video transport over
wireless networks. The adaptive framework consists of three basic
components: 1) scalable video representations; 2) network-aware
end systems; and 3) adaptive services. Under this framework, as
wireless channel conditions change, mobile terminals and network
elements can scale the video streams and transport the scaled video
streams to receivers with a smooth change of perceptual quality. The
key advantages of the adaptive framework are: 1) perceptual quality
is changed gracefully during periods of QoS fluctuations and handoffs; and 2) the resources are shared in a fair manner.
Keywords—Adaptive framework, adaptive services, networkaware end systems, quality-of-service, real-time video, scalable
video coding, wireless.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to proliferation of multimedia on the World Wide Web
and the emergence of broadband wireless networks, wireless
video communication has received great interest from both
industry and academia. Delivery of real-time video typically
has quality of service (QoS) requirements, e.g., bandwidth,
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delay and error requirements. First, video transmission usually has minimum bandwidth requirements (e.g., 28 kb/s)
to achieve acceptable presentation quality. Second, real-time
video has strict delay constraints (e.g., 1 s). This is because
real-time video must be played out continuously. If the video
packet does not arrive in a timely manner, the playout process
will pause, which is annoying to human eyes. Third, video
applications typically impose upper limits on bit error rate
(BER) (e.g., 1%) since too many bit errors would seriously
degrade the video presentation quality. However, unreliability and bandwidth fluctuations of wireless channels can
cause severe degradation to video quality. Furthermore, for
video multicast, heterogeneity of receivers makes it difficult
to achieve efficiency and flexibility. We discuss these issues
in detail as follows.
Unreliability: Compared with wired links, wireless channels are typically much more noisy and have both small-scale
(multipath) and large-scale (shadowing) fades [54], making
the BER very high. The resulting bit errors can have a devastating effect on video presentation quality [62]. Therefore, it
is crucial to develop robust transport mechanisms for video
over wireless channels.
Bandwidth Fluctuations: The bandwidth fluctuates
for several reasons. First, when a mobile terminal moves
between different networks [e.g., from a wireless local area
network (LAN) to a wireless wide area network (WAN)], the
available bandwidth may vary drastically (e.g., from a few
megabits per second to a few kilobits per second). Second,
when a handoff happens, a base station may not have enough
unused radio resource to meet the demand of a newly joined
mobile host. Third, the throughput of a wireless channel may
be reduced due to multipath fading, co-channel interference,
and noise disturbances. Last but not least, the capacity of a
wireless channel may fluctuate with the changing distance
between the base station and the mobile host. Consequently,
bandwidth fluctuations pose a serious problem for real-time
video transmission over wireless networks.
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(a)
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Fig. 1. (a) Unicast video distribution using multiple point-topoint connections. (b) Multicast video distribution using pointto-multipoint transmission.

Heterogeneity: To set the stage for our discussion of the
heterogeneity problem, we first describe the pros and cons
of unicast and multicast. Unicast delivery of real-time video
uses point-to-point transmission, where only one sender and
one receiver are involved. In contrast, multicast delivery of
real-time video uses point-to-multipoint transmission,1 where
one sender and multiple receivers are involved. For applications such as video conferencing, delivery using multicast can
achieve high-bandwidth efficiency, while unicast delivery of
such applications is inefficient. An example is given in Fig. 1,
where, for unicast, five copies of the same video content move
across Link 1 and three copies move across Link 2 [Fig. 1(a)].
In contrast, multicast eliminates this replication. That is, there
is only one copy of the video content traversing any link in
the network [Fig. 1(b)], resulting in substantial bandwidth
savings. However, the efficiency of multicast is achieved at the
cost of losing the service flexibility of unicast (i.e., in unicast,
each receiver can individually negotiate service parameters
with the source). Such lack of flexibility in multicast can
be problematic under a heterogeneous environment, where
receivers may be different in terms of latency requirements,
visual quality requirements, processing capabilities, power
limitations (wireless versus wired), and bandwidth limitations. For example, the receivers in Fig. 1(b) may attempt to
request different video quality with different bandwidth. But
only one copy of the video content is sent out from the source.
As a result, all the receivers have to receive the same video
content with the same quality. It is thus a challenge to design
a multicast mechanism that not only achieves efficiency in
network bandwidth, but also meets the heterogeneous requirements of the receivers.
To address the above issues, three techniques have been
studied in great depth individually. These techniques are scalable video coding, network-aware adaptation of end systems,
1Point-to-multipoint transmission can be regarded as a subset of multipoint-to-multipoint transmission.
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and adaptive QoS support from networks, which are briefly
described as follows.
Scalable Video Coding: In the example in Fig. 2 a raw
video sequence is compressed into three layers: a base layer
(i.e., Layer 0) and two enhancement layers (i.e., Layers 1 and
2). The base layer can be independently decoded and it provides basic video quality; the enhancement layers can only
be decoded together with the base layer and they further refine the quality of the base layer. As shown in Fig. 2, the
compressed video streams can adapt to three levels of bandwidth usage (i.e., 64 kb/s, 256 kb/s, and 1 Mb/s). In contrast, nonscalable video (say, a video stream with 1 Mb/s
rate) is more susceptible to bandwidth fluctuations (e.g., a
bandwidth change from 1 Mb/s to 100 kb/s) since it only
has one representation. Thus, scalable video is more suitable
than nonscalable video under a time-varying wireless environment. Second, scalable video representation is a good solution to the heterogeneity problem in the multicast case [33],
[38]. In the example in Fig. 3, suppose that the wireless LAN
can support at least 1 Mb/s; the path from the source to Receiver 2 can support 256 kb/s; the path from the source to Receiver 3 can support 64 kb/s. This makes each receiver have
different bandwidth limitations. To accommodate this difference, the source uses scalable video and sends each video
layer to a separate IP multicast group. At the receiver side,
each receiver subscribes to a certain set of video layers by
joining the corresponding IP multicast group. Specifically,
Receiver 1 joins all three IP multicast groups. Accordingly,
it consumes 1 Mb/s and receives all three layers. Receiver
2 joins the two IP multicast groups for Layers 0 and 1 with
bandwidth usage of 256 kb/s. Receiver 3 only joins the IP
multicast group for Layer 0 with bandwidth consumption
of 64 kb/s. Hence, scalable video representations can effectively cope with the heterogeneity problem. Third, scalable
video representations naturally fit unequal error protection,
which can effectively combat bit errors induced by the wireless medium [71].
Network-Aware Adaptation of End Systems: Most current video applications are insensitive to changing network
conditions. In a time-varying wireless environment, however,
video applications must be robust and adaptive in the presence of QoS fluctuations (e.g., unreliability and bandwidth
fluctuations) [9]. To address this issue, a new approach
called network-aware adaptation was proposed [39], [47],
[50], [64]. Network-aware adaptation, as the name implies,
consists of two elements: network awareness and adaptation.
Network awareness refers to having knowledge about the
current status of underlying network resources (e.g., available
bandwidth and bit error conditions) [9]. Adaptation is to adapt
video streams based on network status. It has been shown that
network-aware adaptation of end systems can significantly
improve performance of the applications [48], [50].
Adaptive QoS Support from Networks: Adaptive QoS support (oradaptive services) is atechnique to adapt video streams
during periods of QoS fluctuations and handoffs.Adaptiveservices have been demonstrated to be able to effectively mitigate
fluctuations of resource availability in wireless networks [4].
There have been many proposals on adaptive approaches and
services in the literature, which include an “adaptive reserved
7

Fig. 2.

Layered video encoding/decoding.

D denotes the decoder.

Fig. 3. IP multicast for layered video.

Fig. 4.

Adaptive framework.

service” framework [27], a wireless adaptive mobile information system (WAMIS) [2], an adaptive service based on QoS
bounds and revenue [37], an adaptive framework targeted at
end-to-end QoS provisioning [43], a utility-fair adaptive service [7], a framework for soft QoS control [52], a teleservice
model based on an adaptive QoS paradigm [21], an adaptive
QoS framework called AQuaFWiN [59], and an adaptive QoS
management architecture [26], among others.
This paper unifies the three techniques simultaneously
and presents an adaptive framework, which specifically
addresses scalable video transport over wireless networks.
8

The adaptive framework consists of three basic components:
1) scalable video representations, each of which has its own
specified QoS requirements; 2) network-aware end systems,
which are aware of network status and can adapt the video
streams accordingly; and 3) adaptive services, with which
the networks support the adaptive QoS required by scalable
video representations. Under this framework, as wireless
channel conditions change, mobile terminals and network
elements can scale the video streams and transport the
scaled video streams to receivers with a smooth change of
perceptual quality. Fig. 4 illustrates the adaptive framework.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 89, NO. 1, JANUARY 2001

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 5. Scalable video: (a) Video frames reconstructed from the complete bit stream. (b) Video frames
with degraded quality. (c) Video frames with a smaller image size. (d) Video frames with a lower frame
rate.

On the sender side, raw video is compressed by a scalable
video encoder. Then the compressed video is sent to the
networks by a network-aware end system, which monitors
the network status and adapts the video streams accordingly.
Inside the networks, the adaptive services provide adaptive
QoS support to the scalable video. On the receiver side,
a network-aware end system can sense the network status
and coordinate with the networks in video transport. The
received packets are decoded by a scalable video decoder.
The adaptive framework is a combination of networkaware end systems and application-aware networks. By application-aware networks, we mean network elements are
capable of processing application-specific information such
as video formats. With network-aware end systems and application-aware networks, the adaptive framework is able to
achieve the following advantages.
Graceful Quality Degradation: Scalable video can adapt
its video representations to bandwidth variations. If the available bandwidth becomes smaller than the sending rate of the
scalable video, application-aware network elements can perform scaling to groom the video streams rather than drop
packets indiscriminately. In other words, the network elements understand the format of the scalable video representations so that they can drop packets in a way that gracefully
degrades the stream’s quality instead of corrupting the flow
outright.
Fairness: When there is excess bandwidth (excluding reserved bandwidth), the competing video streams can share
WU et al.: SCALABLE VIDEO CODING AND TRANSPORT

the excess bandwidth in a fair manner. Specifically, the fairness could be either a utility-based fairness [7] or a max–min
fairness [20], [37].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sections II–IV, we describe each component in the adaptive framework. Specifically, Section II presents various scalable video coding mechanisms, Section III discusses network-aware end systems, and Section IV describes the adaptive services. In Section V, we summarize the paper and point
out future research directions.
II. SCALABLE VIDEO CODING
A scalable video coding scheme is to compress a raw
video sequence into multiple substreams. One of the compressed substreams is a base substream, which can be
independently decoded and provides coarse visual quality;
other compressed substreams are enhancement substreams,
which can only be decoded together with the base substream
and provide better visual quality; the complete bit stream
(i.e., combination of all the substreams) provides the highest
quality. Specifically, compared with decoding the complete
bit stream Fig. 5(a), decoding the base substream or multiple
substreams produces pictures with either degraded quality
[Fig. 5(b)], or a smaller image size [Fig. 5(c)], or a lower
frame rate [Fig. 5(d)].
Scalable video coding schemes have found a number of
applications. For video applications over the Internet, scal9

(a)
(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Nonscalable video encoder. (b) Nonscalable video
decoder.

(b)
Fig. 7. (a) SNR-scalable encoder. (b) SNR-scalable decoder.

able coding can assist rate control during network congestion [66]; for web browsing of a video library, scalable
coding can generate a low-resolution video preview without
decoding a full-resolution picture [29]; for multicast applications, scalable coding can provide a range of picture quality
suited to heterogeneous requirements of receivers (as shown
in Fig. 3) [38].
As we mentioned before, scalable video can withstand
bandwidth variations. This is due to its bandwidth scalability.
Basically, the bandwidth scalability of video consists of SNR
scalability, spatial scalability, and temporal scalability, which
will be presented in Sections II-A to II-C, respectively.
To depict a clear picture about scalable coding mechanisms, we first briefly describe a nonscalable encoder/decoder as shown in Fig. 6. At the nonscalable encoder, the raw
video is transformed by discrete cosine transform (DCT),
quantized, and coded by variable-length coding (VLC). Then
the compressed video stream is transmitted to the decoder
through the networks. At the nonscalable decoder, the received compressed video stream is first decoded by variable-length decoding (VLD), then inversely quantized, and
finally inversely DCT transformed.
For simplicity, we only show intramode2 and only use
DCT as an example in the above codec. Similarly, Sections II-A–II-C only describe intramode for scalable video
coding mechanisms and only use DCT. For wavelet-based
scalable video coding, please refer to [14], [22], [36], [55],
[56], [58], and references therein.

An SNR-scalable encoder with two-level scalability is depicted in Fig. 7(a). For the base level, the SNR-scalable encoder operates in the same manner as the nonscalable video
encoder. For the enhancement level, the operations are performed in the following order:
1) The raw video is DCT transformed and quantized at
the base level.
2) The base-level DCT coefficients are reconstructed by
inverse quantization.
3) Subtract the base-level DCT coefficients from the original DCT coefficients.
4) The residual is quantized by a quantization parameter,
which is smaller than that of the base level.
5) The quantized bits are coded by VLC.
Since the enhancement level uses a smaller quantization parameter, it achieves better quality than the base level.
An SNR-scalable decoder with two-level scalability is
depicted in Fig. 7(b). For the base level, the SNR-scalable
decoder operates exactly the same as the nonscalable
video encoder. For the enhancement level, both levels must
be received, decoded by VLD, and inversely quantized.
Then the base-level DCT coefficient values are added to
the enhancement-level DCT coefficient refinements. After
this stage, the summed DCT coefficients are inversely
DCT transformed, resulting in enhancement-level decoded
video.

A. SNR Scalability

B. Spatial Scalability

SNR scalability is defined as representing the same video
in different SNR or perceptual quality [see Figs. 5(a) and
(b)]. To be specific, SNR-scalable coding quantizes the DCT
coefficients to different levels of accuracy by using different
quantization parameters. The resulting streams have different
SNR levels or quality levels. In other words, the smaller the
quantization parameter is, the better quality the video stream
can achieve.

Spatial scalability is defined as representing the same
video in different spatial resolutions or sizes [see Fig. 5(a)
and (c)]. Typically, spatially scalable video is efficiently
encoded by making use of spatially up-sampled pictures
from a lower layer as a prediction in a higher layer. Fig. 8(a)
shows a block diagram of a two-layer spatially scalable
encoder. For the base layer, the raw video is first spatially
down-sampled,3 then DCT transformed, quantized, and

2Intramode coding refers to coding a video unit without any reference to
previously coded data.
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3For example, spatially down-sampling with ratio 4 : 1 is to select one
pixel from four pixels and discard the nonselected pixels.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. (a) Spatially/temporally scalable encoder. (b) Spatially/
temporally scalable decoder.

VLC coded. For the enhancement layer, the operations are
performed in the following order:
1) The raw video is spatially down-sampled, DCT transformed, and quantized at the base layer.
2) The base-layer image is reconstructed by inverse quantization and inverse DCT.
3) The base-layer image is spatially up-sampled.4
4) Subtract the up-sampled base-layer image from the
original image.
5) The residual is DCT transformed, and quantized by a
quantization parameter, which is smaller than that of
the base layer.
6) The quantized bits are coded by VLC.
Since the enhancement layer uses a smaller quantization parameter, it achieves finer quality than the base layer.
A spatially scalable decoder with two-layer scalability is
depicted in Fig. 8(b). For the base layer, the spatially scalable
decoder operates exactly the same as the nonscalable video
encoder. For the enhancement layer, both layers must be
received, decoded by VLD, inversely quantized, and inversely
DCT transformed. Then the base-layer image is spatially upsampled. The up-sampled base-layer image is combined with
the enhancement-layer refinements to form enhanced video.

ample, a temporal down-sampling with ratio 2 : 1 is to discard
one frame from every two frames [see Fig. 5(d)]. Temporal
up-sampling uses frame copying. For example, a temporal
up-sampling with ratio 1 : 2 is to make a copy for each frame
and transmit the two frames to the next stage.
So far, we have discussed SNR, spatial, and temporal
scalability, which provide multiple video representations
in different SNR/spatial/temporal resolutions, respectively.
Each video representation has different significance and
bandwidth requirement. The base layer is more important,
while an enhancement layer is less important. The base layer
needs less transmission bandwidth due to its coarser quality;
an enhancement layer requires more transmission bandwidth
due to its finer quality. As a result, SNR/spatial/temporal
scalability achieves bandwidth scalability. That is, the same
video content can be transported at different rates (i.e., in
different representations).
The different video layers can be transmitted in different
bit streams called substreams. On the other hand, they can
also be transmitted in the same bit stream, which is called
an embedded bit stream. As shown in Fig. 9, an embedded
bit stream is formed by interleaving the base layer with the
enhancement layer(s). An embedded bit stream is also bandwidth scalable since application-aware networks can select a
certain layer(s) from an embedded bit stream and discard it
(them) to match the available bandwidth.
We would like to point out that we have described only
basic scalable mechanisms, that is, SNR, spatial, and temporal scalability. There can be combinations of the basic
mechanisms, such as spatiotemporal scalability [15]. Other
scalability mechanisms include frequency scalability for
MPEG-1/2 [42], object-based scalability for MPEG-4 [61],
and fine-granular scalability [30]–[32], [49], [60].
In the above section, we have discussed the technique of
scalable video coding. The primary goal of using bandwidthscalable video coding is to obtain smooth change of perceptual quality in the presence of bandwidth fluctuations in wireless channels. However, without appropriate transport mechanisms, this goal may not be accomplished. So we ask the following question: What transport mechanisms are needed to
achieve this goal? Sections III and IV will answer this question and present network-aware end systems and the adaptive
services for scalable video over wireless networks.

C. Temporal Scalability
Temporal scalability is defined as representing the same
video in different temporal resolutions or frame rates [see
Fig. 5(a) and (d)]. Typically, temporally scalable video is encoded by making use of temporally up-sampled pictures from
a lower layer as a prediction in a higher layer. The block
diagram of temporally scalable codec is the same as that
of spatially scalable codec (see Fig. 8). The only difference
is that the spatially scalable codec uses spatial down-sampling and spatial up-sampling while the temporally scalable
codec uses temporal down-sampling and temporal up-sampling. Temporal down-sampling uses frame skipping. For ex4For example, spatially up-sampling with ratio 1 : 4 is to make three copies
for each pixel and transmit the four pixels to the next stage.
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III. NETWORK-AWARE END SYSTEMS
Network-aware adaptation of end systems is an effective
technique for scalable video over wireless networks [4], [13].
The use of network-aware end systems is motivated by the
following facts: 1) the BER is very high when channel status
is poor; and 2) packet loss is unavoidable if the available
bandwidth is less than that required. If a sender attempts to
transmit each layer with no awareness of channel status, all
layers may get corrupted with equal probability, resulting in
very poor picture quality. To address this problem, networkaware adaptation was proposed to preemptively discard enhancement layers at the sender in an intelligent manner by
considering network status [4], [13].
11

Fig. 9.

Embedded bit stream.

Table 1
Taxonomy of Network Monitoring

Network-aware adaptation consists of two elements:
network awareness and adaptation. The process of network awareness, or network monitoring, is to collect the
information about the current status of underlying network
resources (e.g., available bandwidth and bit error conditions)
[9]. Adaptation is to adapt video streams based on network
status. Hence, network-aware end systems are able to
monitor relevant QoS fluctuations in wireless networks and
react accordingly to achieve graceful change in perceptual
quality. We describe mechanisms for network monitoring
and adaptation in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively.
A. Network Monitoring
Classical networking technology has effectively separated
communications issues from end-user applications through
the abstractions of the open systems interconnection (OSI)
framework and other reference models [9]. These models
have successfully defined protocols, by which developers
could focus their work at a level appropriate to their development needs, for example, physical, data link, network,
transport, and application layers. This architectural concept
has been enormously successful and implemented almost
ubiquitously. However, in a time-varying wireless environment, applications with classical networking technology
(e.g., the OSI model) may experience very poor performance
due to lack of awareness of network status [9]. To address
this problem, network awareness or network monitoring
was proposed [9]. Network-aware applications, executing in
wireless environments, have the ability to react in response
to changes in the status of the network, with the ultimate
goal of minimizing the impact of these changes on the
application’s performance.
Network monitoring aims to collect information about
network status. Existing network-aware systems monitor
such parameters as available bandwidth and BER [47]. Here
we use the term network monitor to refer to an entity in
charge of the network-sensing tasks in wireless networks.
The network-monitoring process can be classified according
to the criteria in Table 1 [9]. The first classification is based
on the method of monitoring: in passive monitoring, network
monitors infer status information on existing messages,
whereas in active monitoring, network measurements are
done by sending additional control messages [9]. The second
classification is based on whether it is performed on demand or continuously. On-demand monitoring occurs when
applications ask the monitor to collect status information
12

about a certain resource in an online fashion. In continuous
monitoring, on the other hand, the monitor notifies the application when the status of a previously requested resource
changes in a certain way (e.g., falls below a predefined
threshold). The latter scheme requires mechanisms for
applications to register their resource interests with the
monitor, either synchronously or asynchronously [47]. The
third classification is based on how status information is
replicated. Under this classification, network monitoring can
be either centralized or distributed. In the centralized case,
status information from the entire network is maintained at
a central host and shared by all other hosts (most commonly,
this information is duplicated at several central hosts). In
the distributed case, monitors collect only local network
status information and obtain nonlocal status information
on demand from other network monitors. The centralized
scheme is not scalable, since the network monitors would
maintain virtually the same status information, leading to a
large amount of wasted storage. In the distributed scheme,
collaboration between monitors is necessary if applications
need status information about resources outside the vicinity
of the local network monitor.
B. Adaptation
With the status information collected by network monitors, end systems can adapt video streams so that perceptual
quality is changed gracefully during periods of QoS fluctuations and handoffs.
To illustrate the adaptation process, in Fig. 10 we present
an architecture including a network-aware mobile sender, a
base station, and a receiver. The architecture in Fig. 10 is
applicable to both live and stored video. In Fig. 10, at the
sender side, the compressed video bit stream is first filtered
by the scaler, the operation of which is to select certain video
layers to transmit. Then the selected video representation is
passed through transport protocols. Before being transmitted
to the base station, the bit stream has to be modulated by a
modem (i.e., modulator/demodulator). Upon receipt of the
video packets, the base station transmits them to the destination through the networks (e.g., the Internet).
In the above example, the adaptation is performed by a
scaler, which can distinguish video layers and drop layers according to their significance. The dropping order is from the
highest enhancement layer down to the base layer. A scaler
only performs two operations: 1) scale down the received
video representation, that is, drop the enhancement layer(s);
and 2) transmit what is received, i.e., do not scale the received
video representation.
Under our architecture, a network monitor is maintained
in the base station. One function of the network monitor is
to notify the sender about the available bandwidth of the
wireless channel through a signaling channel [44]. Upon receiving this information, the rate control module at the sender
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 89, NO. 1, JANUARY 2001

Fig. 10.

Architecture for transporting scalable video from a mobile terminal to a wired terminal.

conveys the bandwidth parameter to the scaler. Then, the
scaler regulates the output rate of the video stream so that the
transmission rate is less than or equal to the available bandwidth.
Another scenario is that the network monitor notifies the
sender about the channel quality (i.e., BER) [5]. Upon receiving this information, the rate control module at the sender
commands the scaler to perform the following operations
(suppose that the video is compressed into two layers): 1) if
the BER is above a threshold, discard the enhancement layer
so that the bandwidth allocated for the enhancement layer
can be utilized by forward error correction (FEC) to protect
the base layer; 2) otherwise, transmit both layers. For representations with multiple layers (more than two), an open
problem is: Given a fixed bit budget, how many less important layers (higher layers) should be discarded so that more
important layers (lower layers) can be protected by FEC?
With network monitoring conveying the available bandwidth or the channel quality, network-aware end systems
achieve two advantages. First, by taking the available
bandwidth into account, the sender can make the best use
of network resources by selectively discarding enhancement layers in order to minimize the likelihood of more
significant layers being corrupted, thereby increasing the
perceptual quality of the video. Second, by considering the
channel error status, the sender can discard the enhancement
layers and then FEC can utilize the bandwidth allocated
for the enhancement layer to protect the base layer, thereby
maximizing the possibility of the base layer being correctly
received.
Note that adaptive techniques at the physical/link layer are
required to support network-aware end systems. Such adaptive techniques include software radio [19], [40], a combination of variable spreading, coding, and code aggregation
in code division multiple access (CDMA) systems, adaptive coding and modulation in time division multiple access
(TDMA) systems, channel quality estimation, and a measurement feedback mechanism [44]. In addition, the feedback interval is typically constrained on the order of tens to
hundreds of milliseconds [44].
IV. ADAPTIVE SERVICES
Adaptive services are designed for scalable video transport over wireless networks. The objective of adaptive serWU et al.: SCALABLE VIDEO CODING AND TRANSPORT

vices is to achieve smooth change of perceptual quality in
the presence of bandwidth fluctuations in wireless channels.
As we discussed in Section II, a scalable video encoder can
generate multiple layers or substreams to the network. In support of scalable video transport, the adaptive services provide
scaling of the substreams based on the resource availability
conditions in the wired and wireless networks. Specifically,
the adaptive services include the following functions:
• Reserve a minimum bandwidth to meet the demand of
the base layer. As a result, the perceptual quality can
always be achieved at an acceptable level.
• Adapt the enhancement layers based on the available
bandwidth and the fairness policy. In other words, it
scales the video streams based on resource availability
and the fairness policy.
In addition, using scaling inside the network has the following advantages.
a) Improved video quality: For example, when an upstream link with larger bandwidth feeds a downstream link
with smaller bandwidth, use of a scaler at the connection
point (between the upstream link and the downstream link)
could help improve the video quality. This is because the
scaler understands the structure of the video streams and
can selectively drop substreams instead of random dropping,
which could corrupt the video streams outright.
b) Low latency and low complexity: Scalable video
representations make the operation at a scaler very simple,
i.e., only discarding enhancement layers. Thus, the processing is fast, compared with processing on nonscalable
video.
c) Lower call blocking and handoff dropping probability: The adaptability of scalable video at base stations
can translate into lower call blocking and handoff dropping
probability. For example, a request from a nonscalable video
sender may be rejected since the required bandwidth (say,
256 kb/s) is larger than the available bandwidth (e.g., 100
kb/s). In contrast, a request from a scalable video sender can
be accepted since it can transmit only the base layer (e.g.,
64 kb/s) instead of both layers with larger bandwidth usage
(e.g., 256 kb/s). Hence, call blocking probability is reduced.
Similarly, handoff dropping probability is also reduced.
The adaptive service can be deployed in the whole network
(i.e., end-to-end provisioning) or only at base stations (i.e.,
local provisioning). Since local provisioning of the adaptive
13

service is just a subset of end-to-end provisioning, we will
focus on end-to-end provisioning.
The required components of the end-to-end adaptive services include [43]: 1) service contract; 2) call admission control and resource reservation; 3) mobile multicast mechanism; 4) substream scaling; 5) substream scheduling; and 6)
link-layer error control.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. Section IV-A–F describes each component of the end-to-end
adaptive services, respectively. Finally, we compare the
adaptive services with other well-known services in Section IV-G.
A. Service Contract
The service contract between the application and the network could consist of multiple subcontracts, each of which
corresponds to one or more substreams with similar QoS
guarantees [43]. Each subcontract has to specify traffic characteristics and QoS requirements of the corresponding substream(s). A typical scenario is that a subcontract for the base
layer specifies the reserved bandwidth, while a subcontract
for the enhancement layers does not specify any QoS guarantee. For simplicity, we will use this scenario for two-layered video example in the rest of the paper.
At a video source, substreams must be generated according to subcontracts used by the application and shaped
at the network access point [26]. In addition, a substream
is assigned a priority according to its significance. For
example, the base layer is assigned the highest priority. The
priority can be used by routing, scheduling, scaling, and
error control components of the adaptive network.
B. Call Admission Control and Resource Reservation
Call admission control and resource reservation are two
major components in end-to-end QoS provisioning [8], [12],
[53], [68].
The objective of call admission control (CAC) is to provide a QoS guarantee for individual connections while efficiently utilizing network resources. This is achieved by preventing the admission of an excessive number of calls to
the network. Specifically, a CAC has to make a decision on
the following question: Given a call arriving, requesting a
connection with specified QoS (e.g., packet loss, delay, and
bandwidth), should it be admitted? To answer this, the CAC
algorithm has to check whether admitting the connection
would reduce the service quality of existing connections, and
whether the incoming connection’s QoS requirements can be
met. The admission decision is based on the availability of
resources as well as the information provided by the users
(e.g., traffic characteristics and QoS requirements).
If a connection request is accepted, resources need to be
reserved for this connection. Under the adaptive framework
containing wireless links, resource reservation is more complex than that in wired networks. Specifically, the reserved
bandwidth may not be rigidly guaranteed in wireless networks. This is because the available bandwidth may be less
than the reserved bandwidth due to mobility and fading. Typically, there are two parts of resource reservation. First of all,
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in order to maintain the specified QoS in the long time scale,
the network must reserve some resource along the current
path of a mobile connection. Second, in order to seamlessly
achieve the QoS on the short time scale, bandwidth must be
reserved on the paths from the current base stations to the
neighboring base stations so that in the event of a handoff,
a termination of the connection can be avoided (i.e., the reserved bandwidth can be used to transport the traffic of the
connection to neighboring base stations during a handoff).
The resource reservation is done during connection admission and can be renewed by renegotiation during the lifetime
of the connection.
The scalable video representation (i.e., substreams)
concept provides a very flexible and efficient solution to the
problem of CAC and resource reservation. First, there is no
need to reserve bandwidth for the complete stream since typically only the base-layer substream needs QoS guarantees.
As a result, CAC is only based on the requirement of the
base layer and resource is reserved only for the base-layer
substream. Second, the enhancement-layer substream(s) of
one connection could share the leftover bandwidth with the
enhancement-layer substreams of other connections. The
enhancement-layer substreams are subject to scaling under
bandwidth shortage and/or severe error conditions (see
Section IV-D).
For interested readers, more information about radio resource management can be found in [67].
C. Mobile Multicast Mechanism
To seamlessly guarantee QoS during a handoff, a mobile
multicast mechanism has to be used. That is, while being
transported along its current path, the base-layer stream is
also sent through multicast to its neighboring base stations
so that in the event of a handoff, the base-layer stream can
still reach the receiver in a timely manner.
To support seamless QoS during a handoff, the mobile
routing protocol needs to be proactive and anticipatory in
order to match the delay, loss, and jitter constraints of a substream. According to the requirements of a substream, multicast paths might need to be established. The multicast paths
terminate at base stations that are potential access-point candidates of a mobile terminal. The coverage of such a multicast path depends on the QoS requirements and the mobility,
as well as handoff characteristics of a mobile receiver. As a
mobile station hands off from a base station to another, new
paths are set up and old paths are torn down [43].
D. Substream Scaling
Scaling is employed during bandwidth fluctuations and/or
under poor channel conditions. As the available bandwidth
on a path decreases due to mobility or fading, lower-priority substreams are dropped by the scaler(s) on the path and
substreams with higher priorities are transmitted. As more
bandwidth becomes available, lower-priority substreams are
passed through the scaler, and the perceptual quality at the
receivers increases. Fig. 10 shows an architecture for transporting scalable video from a mobile terminal to a wired terminal. Fig. 11 depicts an architecture for transporting scalPROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 89, NO. 1, JANUARY 2001

Fig. 11.

Architecture for transporting scalable video from a wired terminal to a mobile terminal.

able video from a wired terminal to a mobile terminal. The
case of transporting scalable video from a mobile terminal to
a mobile terminal would be a combination of Figs. 10 and 11.
The scaling decision is made by a bandwidth manager,
which obtains the available bandwidth from a network monitor. When there is no excess bandwidth (excluding reserved
bandwidth), the bandwidth manager instructs the scaler to
drop the enhancement layer. When there is excess bandwidth
and the excess bandwidth cannot meet all the demands of
adaptive flows, it is desirable to “fairly” allocate the excess
bandwidth among contending adaptive flows. To address this
issue, several solutions were proposed [7], [37]. One solution
[37] is to maximize network revenue and achieve max–min
fair allocation among the adaptive flows. Another solution
[7] is based on a utility function, which represents the relationship between observed quality (i.e., utility) and bandwidth. Fig. 12 illustrates several kinds of utility functions,
where the utility index refers to the level of quality perceived
by an application. As shown in Fig. 12, a utility function captures the adaptive characteristic of an application: an application could be linearly adaptive, discretely adaptive, weakly
adaptive or strongly adaptive. By using the utility function,
Bianchi et al. [7] proposed a utility-fair bandwidth allocation
scheme that supports the dynamic bandwidth needs of adaptive flows.
It can be seen that a good design of bandwidth manager
should achieve fairness. That is, when there is excess bandwidth (excluding reserved bandwidth), the competing video
streams can share the excess bandwidth in a fair manner.
The fairness could be either a utility-based fairness [7] or a
max–min fairness [37].
Note that rate-adaptive techniques [44] at the physical/link
layer are required to support scaling the traffic, which will be
transported over the wireless link.
E. Substream Scheduling
The substream scheduler is used in mobile terminals as
well as base stations. Its function is to schedule the transmission of packets over the wireless medium according to their
substream QoS specifications and priorities.
When a short fading period is observed, a mobile terminal
tries to prioritize the transmission of its substreams in order
to achieve a minimum QoS. Here, depending on channel conditions, a substream might be dropped for a period of time in
order to accommodate higher-priority substreams. To deterWU et al.: SCALABLE VIDEO CODING AND TRANSPORT

Fig. 12.

Utility functions.

mine the transmission time of any packet in a specific substream (or its position in the transmission queue), the scheduler takes two factors into account: 1) the relative importance
of the substream compared to other substreams; and 2) wireless channel conditions. It is important to note that the scheduler reacts to the fluctuations in the wireless channel due to
error and fading conditions, and requires feedback from the
wireless transmitter and receiver to infer the condition of the
wireless channel and also to predict its near-term condition
[43].
To achieve both QoS (e.g., bounded delay and reserved
bandwidth) and fairness, algorithms like packet fair queueing
may be employed [6]. While existing packet fair queueing algorithms provide both bounded delay and fairness in wired
networks, they cannot be applied directly to wireless networks. The key difficulty is that in wireless networks, sessions can experience location-dependent channel errors. This
may lead to situations where a session receives significantly
less service time than it is supposed to receive, while another
receives more. This results in large discrepancies between the
sessions’ virtual times,5 making it difficult to provide both
delay guarantees and fairness simultaneously.
To apply packet fair queueing algorithms, Ng et al.
[45] identified a set of properties, called channel-condition independent fair (CIF), that a packet fair queueing
5Virtual times are used in packet fair queueing algorithms to determine
the transmission order.
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Fig. 13.

Architecture for substream scheduling at a base station.

algorithm should have in a wireless environment. The CIF
properties include: 1) delay and throughput guarantees for
error-free sessions; 2) long-term fairness for error sessions;
3) short-term fairness for error-free sessions; and 4) graceful
degradation for sessions that have received excess service
time. Further, they presented a methodology for adapting
packet fair queueing algorithms for wireless networks and
applied the methodology to derive an algorithm based on
the start-time fair queueing [16], called channel-condition
independent packet fair queueing (CIF-Q), that achieves all
the above properties [45].
As an example, we consider two-layer video. Suppose that
a subcontract for the base layer specifies the reserved bandwidth while a subcontract for the enhancement layer does
not specify any QoS guarantee, which is a typical case. We
design an architecture for substream scheduling as shown
in Fig. 13. Under this architecture, we partition the buffer
pool (i.e., data memory in Fig. 13) into two parts: one for
base-layer substreams, and one for enhancement-layer substreams. Within the same buffer partition for the base or the
enhancement layer, we employ per-flow queueing for each
substream. Furthermore, substreams within the same buffer
partition share the buffer pool of that partition while there
is no buffer sharing across partitions. We believe this approach offers an excellent balance between traffic isolation
and buffer sharing.
Under the above buffering architecture, we design our
per-flow-based traffic management algorithms with the
aim of achieving QoS requirements and fairness. The first
part of our architecture is CAC and bandwidth allocation.
Video connections are admitted by CAC based only on
their base-layer QoS requirements. For those admitted
base-layer substreams, bandwidth reservations are made
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accordingly. For admitted enhancement-layer substreams,
their bandwidths are dynamically allocated by a bandwidth
manager (see Section IV-D). The scaled enhancement-layer
substreams enter a shared buffer and are scheduled by a
first-in–first-out (FIFO) scheduler. The second part of our
architecture is packet scheduling. In Fig. 13, we use a hierarchical packet-scheduling architecture where a priority link
scheduler is shared among a CIF-Q scheduler for base-layer
substreams, and an FIFO scheduler for enhancement-layer
substreams. Service priority is first given to the CIF-Q
scheduler and then to the FIFO scheduler.
F. Link-Layer Error Control
In wireless environments, bit errors are unavoidable,
which consequently degrades the video quality. To compensate for these errors, link-layer error control is employed.
Basically, there are two kinds of link-layer error control
mechanisms, namely, FEC and automatic repeat request
(ARQ).
FEC is used to add redundant information, like a kit of
spare parts, so that the original message can be reconstructed
in the event of bit errors. The advantages of FEC are: 1) the
throughput can be kept constant; and 2) delay can be bounded.
However, the redundancy ratio (the ratio of the redundant
bit number to the total bit number) should be made large
enough to guarantee recovery of corrupted bits under the
worst channel conditions. In addition, FEC is not adaptive to
varying wireless channel conditions and it works best only
when the BER is stable. Specifically, if the number of bit
errors exceeds the FEC code’s recovery capability, the FEC
code cannot recover any portion of the original data. In other
words, FEC is useless when the short-term BER exceeds
the recovery capability of the FEC code. On the other hand,
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 89, NO. 1, JANUARY 2001

when the wireless channel is in good state (i.e., the BER is
very small), using FEC with large redundancy ratio will cause
unnecessary overhead and waste bandwidth.
Different from FEC, ARQ is adaptive to varying wireless
channel conditions. That is, with ARQ, the receiver notifies
the source only when packets are corrupted and need to be retransmitted. In other words, when the channel is in good state,
no retransmission is required and no bandwidth is wasted.
However, adaptiveness and efficiency of ARQ come with the
cost of unbounded delay, e.g., in the worst case, a packet may
be retransmitted in unlimited times to recover bit errors.
To deal with the problems associated with FEC and ARQ,
truncated type-II hybrid ARQ schemes have been proposed
[35], [69]. Different from conventional type-II hybrid ARQ
[17], [24], [34], [63], the truncated type-II hybrid ARQ has a
constraint on the maximum number of retransmissions for
a packet. Consequently, delay can be bounded. The truncated type-II hybrid ARQ combines the good features of
FEC and ARQ: bounded delay and adaptiveness. However,
is assumed to
the maximum number of retransmissions
be fixed and known a priori [35], [69], which may not reis set too large,
flect the time-varying nature of delay. If
retransmitted packets may arrive too late for play-out and
thereby be discarded, resulting in wastage of bandwidth; if
is set too small, the perceptual quality will be reduced
due to unrecoverable errors that could have been corrected
with more retransmissions. We address this problem by introducing delay-constrained hybrid ARQ [65]. Under this
scheme, the receiver makes retransmission requests in such
a way: when errors are detected in the received packet, the
receiver decides whether to send a retransmission request according to the delay bound of the packet. The following pseudocode describes the delay-constrained hybrid ARQ:
:

where is the current time,
is an estimated round trip
is a slack term, and
is the time when packet
time,
is scheduled for display. The slack term
could include
, the sender’s response
tolerance of error in estimating
time to a request, and/or the receiver’s processing delay (e.g.,
decoding). The scheme is aimed at minimizing the request
of retransmissions that will not arrive in a timely manner for
, the
display. It is clear that if
retransmitted packet is expected to arrive in a timely manner
for display. The timing diagram for receiver-based control is
is the receiver’s decoding delay.
shown in Fig. 14, where
The delay-constrained hybrid ARQ is capable of achieving
bounded delay, adaptiveness, and efficiency [65]. It is also
suitable for scalable video over wireless [70]. In addition,
unequal error protection [18] naturally fits the hierarchical
structure of scalable video. With unequal error protection,
the base layer is given more protection than the enhancement
layers. This form of unequal error protection achieves better
quality than protecting all the substreams equally [70].
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Fig. 14.

Timing diagram for delay-constrained retransmission.

G. Service Comparison
To give the reader a clear picture of the adaptive services, we
compare the adaptiveservices with other well-known services,
i.e., the guaranteed service [53] and the best-effort service.
The guaranteed service assures that packets will arrive
within the required delivery time, and will not get lost, provided that the flow’s traffic conforms to its specified traffic
parameters [53]. This service is intended for applications that
require a stringent delay, e.g., distant nuclear plant control,
distant weapon control, and distant surgery control, all of
which are mission critical.
The best-effort service class offers the same type of service
as that provided by the current Internet. Under the best-effort service, the network makes every effort to deliver data
packets but makes no guarantees. This works well for nonreal-time applications which can use reliable transport protocol [e.g., transmission control protocol (TCP)] to make
sure that all packets are delivered correctly. These applications include file transfer protocol (FTP), e-mail, and web
browsing, all of which can work without stringent delay requirements.
A comparison of the three service classes is summarized
in Table 2. The guaranteed service and the adaptive services
need to set up a path for an admitted connection. In contrast,
the best-effort service does not require path setup. Regarding
target applications, both the guaranteed service and the adaptive services can support constant bit rate (CBR) and variable
bit rate (VBR) applications.
In selecting a specific type of service for video transport, a
tradeoff must be made between two conflicting requirements:
QoS guarantees (reflecting cost) and network utilization. The
cost of the guaranteed service is high for nontime-critical
video applications. As a result, the guaranteed service is
usually not chosen for video transport. The current best-effort
service is not acceptable in many cases due to its poor QoS support. The adaptive services provide users with a viable option.
They achieve acceptable perceptual quality at a medium cost.
Specifically, the adaptive service for the base layer provides
basic perceptual quality at the cost of resource reservation; at
almost no cost, the adaptive service for the enhancement layer
takes advantage of statistical multiplexing gain to achieve
better perceptual quality if possible. Therefore, the adaptive
services can achieve better quality than the best-effort service
while they cost less than the guaranteed service.
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Table 2
Comparison of Different Network Services

V. SUMMARY
Recent years have witnessed a rapid growth of research and
development to provide mobile users with video communication through wireless media. In this paper, we examined the
challenges in QoS provisioning for wireless video transport.
To address the challenges, three techniques (i.e., scalable
video coding, network-aware adaptation of end systems, and
adaptive QoS support from network) have been studied in
great depth individually. This paper aims to unify the three
techniques simultaneously and presents an adaptive framework, which specifically addresses scalable video transport
over wireless networks. The adaptive framework consists
of: 1) scalable video representations; 2) network-aware end
systems; and 3) adaptive services. Under this framework,
mobile terminals and network elements can adapt the video
streams according to the channel conditions and transport
the video streams to receivers with a smooth change of perceptual quality. The advantage of deploying such an adaptive
framework is that it can provide suitable QoS for video over
wireless while achieving fairness in sharing resources.
As this paper only sketches a high-level framework, for
the purpose of implementation, some details remain to be
addressed. We list some of them as follows.
• We have to consider the particular multiple access
control protocol (e.g., CDMA or TDMA), modulation,
channel allocation, and mobile terminals being used
[1], [25], [28], [41].
• We also need to take into account how to adapt the
rate at the link and physical layers [44]. In addition,
channel quality feedback mechanisms have been defined in link/physical layer standards to carry out rate
adaptation. For the emerging broadband wireless networks, we might also need to design new rate adaptation techniques.
• A software platform like Odyssey [48] may be necessary to support adaptive applications. Such a software
platform can provide mechanisms enabling adaptation,
leaving applications free to set adaptive policies.
• A scalable video coding scheme needs to be carefully
designed so that it is robust to multiple time-scale QoS
fluctuations in the wireless/wired network [11]. A scalable video coding scheme should achieve high efficiency with less complexity and should try to optimally
decompose video into multiple substreams without loss
of compression efficiency.
• It is necessary to characterize scalable video streams
(i.e., traffic modeling) and use the characterization in
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the design of efficient CAC and resource reservation
schemes [23].
Note that the above details can be implemented transparently to the adaptive framework (e.g., in a programmable way
as that in Mobiware [3]).
There are many promising and interesting research directions under the adaptive framework. One topic is the design
of mechanisms to achieve seamless QoS for the base layer of
scalable video. One such mechanism is a lossless handover
method for mobile asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
communication networks [46], which helps to prevent cell
loss and suppress cell delay variation. More investigations
need to be done for handoffs between networks using
different network technologies (e.g., from wireless LAN
to wireless WAN), and between network domains [57].
Another direction is the seamless integration of wireless
networks and wired networks. Since wireless segments and
wired segments have different QoS provision mechanisms
[10], [51], for the adaptive services, how to provide seamless
integration of wireless networks and wired networks needs
further study.
As a final note, we stress that each service (e.g., the
adaptive services, the best-effort service, or the guaranteed
service) has a tradeoff between cost/complexity and performance. The adaptive framework is targeted at quality
video transport over near-term QoS-enabled broadband
wireless networks. In addition, the adaptive services could
be provisioned at a single base station or provisioned in the
entire network. In the real interconnected wireless networks,
even though we cannot require each router to provide the
adaptive services, a partial deployment of the adaptive
services can still have clear benefits. Furthermore, it is
entirely feasible to fully deploy the adaptive services within
a single administrative domain (e.g., intranet) and achieve
high statistical multiplexing gain and acceptable QoS.
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